Data Leakage Prevention Solution

HIBUN Data Encryption

"Encrypt" data to be ready for opening confidential data
both internally and externally

"HIBUN Data Encryption" encrypts data on hard drive, removable media,
and file server to protect your confidential information.
Feature
Select the
encryption type

Stand-alone
implementation

Enforcement of
data encryption

HIBUN Data Encryption
Select the encryption type depending on the purpose
Provide proper encryption type based on usage scenes to secure business data without
compromising usability.

Internal use

Data on PC

The data files are
encrypted by each drives.
Transparently the data are
encrypted & decrypted.

External use

Data on Media

Encrypted data on media
for internal use are only
viewable at the office.

File encryption for media and
email attachment

Data for external use is encrypted as Decryptable HIBUN
Confidential files. It requires password for decryption.
*Confidential file viewer is required to decrypt Decryptable HIBUN Confidential files
and the viewer can be downloaded from the HIBUN official site

Stand-alone implementation
Enable to be implemented even on one PC
without management server. You can take a
security measure at once.

Enforce encryption on copying data to
removable media
Only Decryptable HIBUN Confidential files is permitted to be copied
to removable media or CD/DVD depending on the setting. Prohibition
of copy plain-text file prevents user from providing plain-text file to
outside office unintentionally and reduces risk of information leakage.

HIBUN "Three forces" resolves complex security issues.

Security risks in the IT environment are sophisticated and
diversified with current compound uncertain and boundary blurring
situation. HIBUN three forces “Regulate”, “Encrypt” and “Trace”
surely resolves complex security issues.

Encrypt

Regulate

HIBUN Data Encryption

*HIBUN is a registered trademark in Japan and other countries of Hitachi Solutions, Ltd.
*Neither the text nor the figures given here use TM or ® marks.
*The product specifications are subject to change without notice for enhancement.
*Exporters intending to transport this product must observe the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act of Japan, export control laws of USA,
and other applicable regulations, and follow the necessary formalities. If you have questions, please contact our sales representative.

For questions and inquiries regarding our products and services, contact:

Contact Us

Contact us with inquiries about sales or products,
or for general information.

hibun-international@hitachi-solutions.com
Product URL
http://www.hitachi-solutions.com/hibun/sp/
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